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ABSTRACT

The analyses of FBR's core distortion are mainly performed
in order to evaluate the following items.

1) Change of reactivity

2) Force at pads on core assemblies

3) Withdrawal force at refueling

4) Loading, refueling and residual deviations of wrapper
tubes (core assemblies) at the top

5) Bowing modes of guide tubes for control rods

The analysis of core distortion are performed by using
computer program for two-dimensional row deformation analysis
or three-dimensional core deformation if necessary, considering
these evaluated items which become design conditions.

This report shows the relationship between core deformation
analysis and component design, a point of view of choosing an
analysis program for design considering core characteristics,
and computing examples of core deformation of prototype class
reactor by the above code.

* ^The work performed under the contract between Power Reactor
and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation and Mitsubishi
Atomic Power Industries, Inc.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Analysis of core distortion is performed (1) to determine
design conditions of components regarding core distortion for
a planning reactor or (2) to understand core characteristics
of an operating reactor.

The former requires that analytical results are conserva-
tive, and that this results are not so conservative as compo-
nents have un reasonable designs. The latter requires accurate
prediction of core distortion as far as possible.

Analysis of core distortion is done mainly to evaluate the
following items. Therefore, an analytical code must be selected
and input data must be given in consideration of (1) and (2)
above and sensitivity of factors affecting the following items.

* Items for evaluation *

1) Change of reactivity (Deviations of core assemblies)

2) Force at pads on core assemblies

3) Withdrawn force at refueling

4) Loading, refueling and residual deviations of wrapper
tubes (core assemblies) at the top

5) Bowing modes of guide tubes for control rods

In this paper, we deal with the analysis of core distortion
performed to determine design conditions of prototype class
components, and show correlations the analysis of core distor-
tion with the design of components based on design conditions
depending the above results. This also shows points of view
of choosing a code and one of determining conditions for the
analysis of core distortion. This also shows analytical results
for prototype class core components to determine design condi-
tions of components.

2. CORRELATION BETWEEN ANALYSIS OF CORE DISTORTION AND
COMPONENTS DESIGN

2.1 Components related to core distortion

An example of prototype class reactor structures is
shown in figs. 1 and 2.

Core assemblies are supported with the core support
structure consisting of receptacle tubes, core barrel
and core former and so on. In vessel, Assemblies are
handled with a fuel handling machine. Therefore,
components related to core distortion include compo-
nents of the support structure, fuel handling machine
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and other components related to refueling as well as
core assemblies.

2.2 Evaluation items for analysis of core distortion and
design conditions for components.

Evaluation items for analysis of core distortion are
shown in 1 above and are related respectively with
design conditions for components as shown below.

1) Change of Reactivity (Deviations of core assemblies)

Change of reactivity due to core distortion must
be evaluated synthetically for safety of the core
with that due to other factors. It is an important
subject but not directly related to design condi-
tions of components.

2) Force at pads on core assemblies

Bulging and bowing of a wrapper tube due to thermal
effect and swelling cause interference between core
assemblies. Thus, force is applied to pads on core
assembly and nose piece (inlet nozzle) and as its
reaction, force is applied to the core barrel
through receptacle tubes and core former.

These loads become design load conditions of the
wrapper tube of the core assembly and core support
structure and are used for evaluation of structural
integrity.

3) Withdrawn force at refueling

When force exists at pads on core assemblies at
refueling, higher force than weight of core assem-
blies plus friction resistance force at pads and
nose piece (inlet nozzle) is required to withdraw
core assemblies with the fuel handling machine.
Therefore, the fuel handling machine must have
capacity to generate this force and strength to
withstand this force. Withdrawn force is one of
main design conditions of the fuel handling machine.

4) Loading, refueling and residual deviations of
wrapper tubes (core assemblies)at the top

deviations of core assemblies while operating
affect the core size and are used for evaluation
of change of reactivity in 1 ) . However,
refueling and residual deviations of wrapper tubes
at the top are related to the refueling function.

Deviations at the top of wrapper tubes during
refueling may cause slippage between the gripper
of the fuel handling machine and the handling head
at the top of wrapper tubes. Therefore, the gripper
and handling head must be designed so that core
assemblies can be handled even if this slippage is

/
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considered including other factors such as setting
accuracy of the gripper position. Deviations at
the top of wrapper tubes also become design condi-
tions of the fuel handling mechanism consisting of
the gripper and handling and so on.

When each core assembly is withdrawn by a fuel han-
dling machine, restraint due to interference with
adjacent core assemblies is lost and deviations of
core assembly become greater than then it is
loaded in the core. Size of the pot must be
determined in consideration of residual deviations
of core assembly after their withdrawal from the
core, because spent core assemblies are handled
after they are stored in the pot on their with-
drawal from the reactor vessel and on ex-vessel
handling.

Because the size of the pot affects specifications
of components of the fuel handling system, residual
deviations also become design conditions of compo-
nents of it.

Bowing modes of guide tubes for control rods

Control rods having the scram function must be
inserted in the core surely. For this purpose,
it must be confirmed that insertion of control rods
is not hindered by deformation of guide tubes for
control rods. Conversely speaking, it is necessary
to design control rods that can be inserted even
if guide tubes are deformed.

Deviations of guide tubes are caused by swelling,
creep and thermal effect and also by seismic force
and must be evaluated under the strictest condi-
tions to ensure proper insertion of control rods.
Under the severest conditions in this case, atten-
tion must be paid to not only bowing amount of
guide tubes but also bowing modes. For example,
evaluation of insertion performance depend on
bowing modes as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore,
deviations of guide tubes become design conditions
to determine the basic shape and size of control
rods.
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3. ANALYSIS OF CORE DISTORTION TO DETERMINE DESIGN CONDITIONS

3.1 Basic concept

Analysis of core distortion intended to determine design
conditions of components can achieve its purpose if
conditions and models are set so that analytical results
become conservative conditions as design conditions of
components. In this case, it is not always necessary to
use a three-dimensional code for analysis with a detailed
model.

Howeverr analytical results cannot be so conservative as
to make design of components unreasonable.

Therefore, a standard is required to judge whether to
ease design conditions of components by performing
analysis of core distortion in details or to simplify
the analysis of core distortion.

A variety of factors affect core distortion and it is
practically impossible to reflect all of them in the
analysis strictly in view of CPU time. Therefore,
simplification of the analysis of core distortion must
be considered according to its purpose.

In simplification, it is necessary to qualitatively and
quantitatively understand influences of the factors on
analytical results. If the influences are not clarified,
the effects of factors are analyzed in details treating
factors as parameters to survey the influences and
experiments are made to determine them, if necessary.

The above comes to this that it is necessary to survey
how to handle influential factors to obtain conservative
calculational results.

3.2 Factors affecting core distortion and its analytical
results

Factors affecting core distortion and its analytical
results are shown in Table 1.

The main factors affecting the analysis of core distor-
tion naturally include swelling and creep.

These irradiation data have been clalified by irradiation
tests.

Equations for evaluation of swelling and creep based on
irradiation data are used in the analysis.

In the analysis intended for determing of design condi-
tions of components, however, most probable values for
evaluation are used and inaccuracy of irradiation data
must be considered in the analytical results or evalua-
tion equations with due consideration to inaccuracy of
the data must be used.
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Fig. 4 shows the ratio of the analytical results in
which the inaccuracy is considered so that the swelling
evaluation equation increases but the creep evaluation
equation decreases to the analytical results in which
the inaccuracy is considered so that both the swelling
evaluation equation and the creep evaluation equation
increase.

If the inaccuracy is considered so that the swelling
evaluation equation increases but the creep evaluation
equation decreases in evaluation of force at pads,
residual deviations and changes of reactivity as shown
in Fig. 4, the analytical results are on safety side in
evaluation of changes of reactivity and become conserva-
tive design conditions for components. Though not shwon
in the figure, the above similarily applies to the with-
drawn force and the deviations at the top.

Therefore, as conditions of analysis of core distortion,
inaccuracy of the swelling evaluation equation is
considered so that the evaluation equation increases and
inaccuracy of the creep evaluation equation is considered
so that the equation decreases.

Among other influential factors than swelling and creep
shown in Table 1, either a smaller or wider gap between
pads can produce more conservative design conditions of
components as for the size, for example. As for neutron
flux and temperature, conservativeness increases if
wrapper tubes are set with greater distance between them.

Factors where prediction of their influences on the
analytical results is difficult include scattering in
size and loading state of core assemblies. Evaluation
of influences by these scatter requires many three-
dimensional analysises depending on number of core
assemblies which are not practically performed.
Therefore, it is rational as analysis for determing of
design conditions of components to evaluate after setting
input condition, estimating the scattering statistically,
for example with their deviations assumed at the control
value of their tolerances.

3.3 Selection of an analysis code

Core distortion analysis codes include the analysis code
for two-dimensional representative rows of beam model
(DEFLECT-XY, HIBEACON 2D), three-dimensional analysis
code (RAINBOW, HIBEACON 3D) and three-dimensional code
by FEM (ARKAS).

An analysis code is selected by judging whether the
simple two-dimensional representative row analysis is
good enough or the three-dimensional analysis is required
to analyze core distortion.
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In the two-dimensional representative row analysis,
deviations occur only in the row direction but the
maximum deviation may occur in other directions than
rows in actual core assemblies layout. In this case,
only the row-direction component force of the maximum
deviation deviates in the row direction. Therefore, it
is necessary to determine such analytical conditions
as to give the maximum difference of temperature and
exposure in row direction, for example, to obtain
conservative (on safety side) analytical results in the
two-dimensional representative row analysis. The two-
dimensional representative row analysis code may be used
satisfactorily if the analysis with such conditions
produces no changes of reactivity that may impair safety
and no big force and deviation that make design condi-
tions of components irrational.

A prototype class FBR (about 500 to 800 MWt) and large-
type FBR (about 1000 to 1500 MWt) including a demonstra-
tive or commercial reactor have a bigger core than that
of an experimental reactor (about 30 to 100 MWt) and
smaller sensitivity to core distortion. When deviations
of core assemblies in both are same, changes of reactivity
in a prototype reactor, etc. are generally smaller than
that of an experimental one. As shown in Fig. 5, for
example, change of reactivity due to core distortion in
a prototype class FBR is about 3 to 7 percent of that
due to other causes. As a reactor structure become
bigger, capacity of components can be also increased.
Analytical results even with conservative conditions
hardly show unreasonable design of components.

Fig. 6 shows a process diagram of evaluation of core
distortion. An analysis code is selected in considera-
tion of the purpose of the analysis and characteristics
of the core under analysis asymmetry
core distortion). At present, design of a prototype
class FBR use the two-dimensional representative row
analysis code as main design code. The three-dimensional
code is used where distribution of neutron flux and
temperature is distorted three-dimensionally as in the
control rod and its vicinity and distortion of the core
assembly cannot be handled two-dimensionally in row di-
rection.
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4. TWO-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE ROW ANALYSIS EXAMPLE FOR A
PROTOTYPE CLASS FBR

Design of a prototype class FBR mainly uses the two-
dimensional representative row analysis code for analysis
of core distortion.

The following shows an example of the analysis for a proto-
type class FBR using this analysis code.

4.1

4.2

Analysis conditions

1) Core assemblies layout

2) Shape of core assembly

3) Irradiation time

4) Refueling method

5) Analysis code

Row shown in Fig. 7

Fig. 8

148 days/cycle

5 batches

DEFLECT-XY

Analytical results

Analytical results are shown in Fig. 9 and 10. Fig. 9
shows distortion of wrapper tubes during operation of 8
cycles. Fig. 10 shows distortion at refueling after
operation of 8 cycles.
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5. CONCLUSION

In evaluating core distortion of a FBR, an analysis code
must be selected and input conditions must be determine
according to the purpose of evaluation of core distortion.
Therefore, it is necessary to grasp influences of factors
on analytical results respectively and select a code and
set input conditions according to the purpose.

In the analysis intended for determine^ cf design conditions
of components in a prototype class FBR, the three-dimensional
analysis in full or sector is not always required and the
two-dimensional representative row analysis may be practic-
able enough.

A large-type reactor such as a demonstrative or commercial
reactor has an increased number of core assemblies for
analysis and requires various parameters for design of
components. Therefore, it is not rational to apply the three-
dimensional analysis to all of them. It is rational for
evaluation of core distortion to mainly use the simple two-
dimensional representative row code as design code and apply
the three-dimensional analysis as backup of the above
analysis.
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Table 1 INFLUENCE FACTORS
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Influence Factors

Swelling

• Creep

• Coefficient of Thermal Expansion

• Modulus of Elasticity

• Coefficient of Friction

(The Above Respective Accuracy)

Core Assemblies

• Distances between the Opposite Side at Pads

and Heights of Pads

• Nose Pieces

• Wrapper Tubes etc.

Supporter (Core Support Structure)

• Receptable Tube

• Core Former

• Core Support Plate (Pitch)

Neutron Flux Distribution (include its Accuracy)

Temperature Distribution ( " )

Pressure Distribution ( " )

Initial Charge State of Core Assemblies

Irradiational Period of Fuel and Plane of Exchange

Location of Core Assemblies

Core Model

• Full, Sector (Three-Dimension)

• Representative Rows (Two-Dimension)
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Control Rod Drive Mechanism

Shielding

Upper Core
Structure

Outlet

Guard Vessel

Rotating Plug

Rotating Plug
T1 / 1/'"" ""* Drive Mechanism

Fuel Handling Machine
"(In-Vessel Transfer Machine)

Pedestal

Inlet Piping

Inner Barrel

Reactor Vessel

Core Internal

Fig. 1 REACTOR STRACTURE IN FBR
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Fuel
Transfer
Portion

Core Assemblies Core Former
(Core Elements) j\ (Yoke)

Receptacle Tubes Core Support
Structure

Fig. 2 CORE INTERNALS
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Fig. 4 THE EFFECT OF EQUATION FOR CREEP ESTIMATION

(IN THE 8TH ROW)

O Force at pads of top
X Residual deviation
e Deviation at core center level
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Twolv" -dimensional Flux and Temperature Distribution

Estimation of
Three-dimensional
Effect

.3D Effect is Smoll-
"(Selection of Code)'

Yes

Establishment of
2D Anlytical Condition

Analysis of 2D
Representative Rows

Design Condition of
Compornents

Choice of Models
(Full or sector etc)

Establishment of
3D Anlytical Condition

Analysis of
Three Dimensional Model

Estimation of Change of
Reacti vi ty

Fig. 6 DIAGRAM OF EVALUATION FOR CORE DISTORTION
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Handling Head

Load Pad

Load Pad

Wrapper Tube

.1!
i iii

Uli.',
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Fuel Elemnts

Noze Piece

( I n l e t Nozzle)

F ig . 8 SHAPE OF CORE ASSEMBLY (Fuel Assembly)
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BOWING ON POWER 1200 ORYS

Initial Central Axis of
Wrapper Tube

Expansion of the
Opposite Side Distance]
of Wrapper Tube on
Heat and Sweeling

Contact Point
/

Level of Top Pads

Level of Middle
Pads

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ' 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4

F i g . 9 THE CORE DISTORTION



BOWING ON REFUELING 1200 DAYS
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Fig. 10 THE CORE DISTORTION (on refueling)
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